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In the conditions of Romania’s adhesion to the European Union, the 
Government grants  subventions to the agricultural producers and to the 
breeders, according to the terms negotiated  with the European Union. 
The professional reasoning in the subventions accounting plays an 
important role  from two points of view: first of all we should make a 
distinction between the subventions for investment and the subventions for 
exploitation, and second of all we should carefully monitor the moment 
when complying with  all  the terms for  the recognition of a subvention, 
as well as the follow-up of the events subsequent to the subvention 
recognition. 
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The Romanian explicative dictionary defines the subvention as 

„non-reimbursable money aid granted  (by the State, by an organization,  
etc.) to a person, institution, to an economic branch or company  etc. in 
order to attenuate the social effects of the  structure economic 
modifications” 
 OMFP 1752/2005 nuances this definition, in the sense that : 

• Extends the category of aids granted  to the organizations to goods 
and not only to money   

• Limits the organisms that can grant subventions by mentioning only 
the Government, the governmental agencies  as well as  other 
similar national and international institutions  

So, the material aids of any kind, in goods or money, received from a 
private organism without representing the object of a  counterperformance  
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from the receiver do not represent subventions, such aids being the object of 
donations. 
IAS 20 defines the governmental subvention as  follows: “Assistance 
granted by the Government under the form of transfers of resources  to an 
enterprise in exchange of  the compliance, in the past or at present, with 
certain conditions regarding the exploitation activity of this company.  The 
subventions  exclude those forms of governmental assistance which cannot 
be attributed any certain value, as well as those transactions with the 
Government which cannot be distinguished from the enterprise’s normal 
trade operations”. 

The governments can interfere in transactions which affect the 
equities elements or the elements which do not belong to the equities. The 
transactions with equities do not fall in the applicability area of  IAS 20 and, 
as a result, this presentation will only  take into account the transactions 
which do not involve  the equities elements.  

Nevertheless, it can be very difficult to determine if a Government supplies 
assistance as shareholder. A solution to this problem can be to establish if 
the Government offers similar assistance to other companies as well.    

OMFP 1752/2005 recognizes the following subventions categories : 
From the financing authority point of view : 
• Governmental subventions; 
•  Non-reimbursable loans as subventions; 
• Other amounts received  as subventions. 
From the point of view of the financed activity   
• The subventions corresponding to  the assets represent subventions 

for whose  granting  the main condition is that the beneficiary entity 
buy, build or purchase fixed assets. 

• The subventions corresponding to  revenues  include all subventions, 
other than the ones for assets.   
At the moment, several subventions categories are granted in 

Romania  both for the investments activity  (through the National Program 
for Rural Development)  and for  the exploitation activity (for the 
agricultural sector as well as for the animal husbandry one) according to 
R(CE) no. 1728/2003 for the support plans  directly within the common 
agricultural policy and for the establishment of certain support plans for 
agriculturalists  but also of the national legislation. 
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Recognition 
The delimitation of the two categories of subventions was made due 

to the fact that there are certain accounting characteristics  in subventions 
recognition  :  

Based on IAS 20 the subventions for investments can be : 

• Recognized in the balance as deferred assets  ; or 

• Deducted from the cost of the asset to which it corresponds. 
OMFP 1752 states: “The subventions  must not be directly recorded in the 
capital and reserves accounts. The subventions for assets, including the non-
monetary subventions  at the just value, are recorded in accounting as 
subventions for investments  and are recognized in the balance as deferred 
revenues.  The deferred revenue is recorded in the profit and loss account at 
the same time while recording the expenditures with the  amortization or 
while  quashing or assigning the assets.” Therefore, the second treatment 
allowed by  IAS 20 cannot be applied. 

Based on IAS 20 the subventions corresponding to revenues can be: 

• Presented as a credit in the profit and loss account; or 

• Deducted  in the corresponding expense  reporting. 
The accounting regulations in Romania provide that no expenses deduction 
should exist, so that the second method shall not be allowed. 

The monetary subventions must be recognized in the profit and loss 
account  in order to be correlated with the corresponding costs. Based on the 
standard, the received subventions  cannot be credited  in the registered 
share capital IAS 20). 

A subvention should not be recognized  until the moment when there 
is no reasonable certitude that  : 

• All the conditions concerning the grant of the respective subvention 
shall be complied with; 

• The subventions shall be cashed. 
Example 1: 
Correlating an investments subvention with the expenditure for the 
corresponding assets amortization.   

A company cashes a subvention from the Government in order to 
purchase an asset.  It costs  lei 100,000 and the subvention will cover  50% 
of the cost. The conditions attached to the subvention are  the following :  
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• The subvention must be used in order to  procure the specified asset, 
for which the subvention  was granted. 

• The company must not change its activity domain during the next 
five years.  

The company cashes the subvention and uses the money for purchasing the 
asset.  Considering that the first condition was complied with, and the 
second has a high performance probability, the company can recognize the 
subvention. The company policy provides that the purchased  be linearly  
amortized  during 5 years and, as a result, the company will perform the 
following accounting recording concerning the subvention and the fixed 
asset. Subvention accounting : 

a) Purchasing the asset 
213  =  404    100,000 

b) Recognizing the subvention  
445  =  131      50,000 

c) Cashing the subvention  
5121 = 445      50,000 

d) Recording the annual amortization during each year  
6811 = 281      20,000 

e) Recognizing the revenue from the subvention during each year   
131  =  7584    10,000 

Profit and loss account 
 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Total 

Revenue 
from the 
subvention  

10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 50,000 

Fixed assets 
amortization  

20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 100,000 

 
As a result, during each year, as the company records the 

amortization of  lei 20,000, it also recognizes the revenue from the 
subvention amounting to  lei 10,000. The subvention is recorded in the 
balance sheet, in the deferred revenue account credit  and, from here, it is 
allotted during each year to the costs corresponding to the subvention such 
as the expense with the amortization.   If the company fails to maintain its 
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activity object during 5 years, then it shall be entirely reimbursed. These 
conditions say that it is possible that the subvention be recognized before  
all the conditions attached to it be complied with and, as a result, the 
subvention can become reimbursable. The subvention will be assessed as a 
capital subvention, with the creation of  an account for the deferred revenue 
and by sending the subvention to the profit and loss account  during the 
useful life period  of the assets purchased with its help. If the company 
considers that the compliance with this condition is less probable, then it 
must take into account a contingency. When the subvention is recognized, 
any contingency corresponding to the potential subvention reimbursement  
must be treated according to IAS 37. The presentation concerning   IAS 37 
treats such requirements  more in detail.  
 For example: 
At the beginning of the third year, the company changes its activity domain 
and uses the assets for other purposes than the ones provided for the 
subvention grant.   The company will have to reimburse the subvention.   
At the end of year 2 the company must recognize a provision at the level of 
the subvention recognized at revenues and disclaim the rest of the 
subvention: 

a) Recognizing the provision during the  2nd year 
6812  =   151     20,000 

b) Disclaiming the subvention in the condition in which the 
governmental authority solicits the reimbursement   
131    =   4481     30,000 
658    =   4481     20,000 

c) Annulling the provision 
151   =   7812      20,000 

d) Reimbursing the subvention 
4481   =   5121      20,000 
Example 2 
Correlating a subvention for revenues with the expense 

corresponding to the subvention 
For an agricultural company whose financial exercise ends on 

December  31, 2008 the Government grants a subvention in order to cover  
the costs with the spring and fall agricultural works.  The subvention 
granted amounts to lei 500 for a  sowed hectare. 
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The company will receive the subvention after sowing the  100 ha in 
his property. A the end of the year the company sowed only  40 ha. 
Considering that the company complied with  all the conditions for the 
subvention granting only for the  40 ha there is no reason for the respective 
subvention  not to be granted, on December  31, 2008 the company will 
recognize the subvention in the financial statements and will perform the 
following accounting recording : 
 a) subvention recognition  
 445    =   741   lei 20,000   
Example 3 
Correlating a revenues subvention with the subvention corresponding 
expense. To an agricultural company whose financial exercise ends on 
December  31,  2008 a subvention from the Government is granted  in order 
to cover the costs with the fall and spring agricultural works. The 
subvention granted amounts to lei 500 for a sowed hectare, in the conditions 
in which the company has 100 hectares in its property 100. The company 
receives the subvention before the start of the agricultural works. 
. a) reception of the subvention 
 5121 =  472      50,000 
The company finalizes the works in proportion of  100% on  40 hectares 
sowed with  strawy cereals  and in proportion of  70 % on 60 hectares. 
 b) recognition of the revenues for the 40 hectares  where the works 
have been completed 
 472 =  741     20,000  ( 500 x 40 x 100%) 
 c) recognition of the revenues for which the works have not been 
completely finalized, but only in a proportion of  70% 
 472 =  741     21,000  ( 500 x 60 x 70%) 
 In  the situation in which the company fails to finalize during the 
next year  the sowing works on the  60 hectares, the company will have to 
reimburse a part of the subvention. When a subvention is to be reimbursed, 
then it must be assessed, according to IAS 8, as a modification in the 
accounting modification. The reimbursement must be recognized in the 
profit and loss account  during the year when the reimbursement should be 
performed , not during the year when the proper payment is actually settled.  

At the end of the year, the entity is not aware of the fact that it is to 
reimburse the subvention, but it will be aware of this fact during the year to 
come before closing the financial statements. According to  IAS 20, any 
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such payment must be recognized in the profit and loss account  during the 
year when the company is aware of the fact that the reimbursement is to be 
performed, and not during the year when the physical payment is actually 
performed. As a result, at the end of the year, the entity will record in its 
bookkeeping registers the following transactions : 

a) the annulment of the revenue from subvention   
 741  =  448      21.000  
 b) the subvention disclaim  
 472  =  448        9.000 
The subvention can still be granted in order to cover past expenses or  losses 
or in order to offer an immediate financial support. When a subvention is 
received  starting from these considerations, it must be recognized in the 
profit and loss account at the moment when it is to be received, and not 
during the period in which it is effectively cashed .  

Non-monetary subventions 
The subvention and the asset can be recorded in accounting at a 

nominal value or at the just value – nevertheless, the nominal value is 
regarded as an alternative – the just value being the preferred method.  By 
contrast with  IAS 16, where an asset received as a gift is initially recorded 
at a zero value, but which can be subsequently  reevaluated,  IAS 20 
provides that any such asset, received by governmental subvention, must be 
recorded at its just value, as well as the corresponding subvention. 

Evaluation  
Monetary assets 

The evaluation of such assets is clear, considering that the amount that must 
be recognized shall be the amount effectively received in cash. 

Non-monetary assets  
Such assets must be evaluated at their just value. The presentations for  IAS 
16 and 38 discuss on this concept in much more detail.   

Subventions reimbursement 
As I said hereinabove, any reimbursed subvention must be assessed 

according to the IAS 8 requirements, as a modification of the accounting 
estimates. The reimbursement of a subvention regarding the revenues must 
first be compensated  from the value recorded in the deferred credits 
account corresponding to the subvention. In case the reimbursement exceeds 
any such credit, or in case there is no deferred credit, than it must 
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immediately be recognized as  an expense. When a subvention related to an 
asset is reimbursed, then the revenues recorded in advance must be reduced 
with the reimbursable amount.   

Information Presentation 
• Accounting policy 
• Nature and size of the governmental subventions recognized in the 

financial statements, together with an indication of the form of any 
other governmental assistance received by the entity   

• The non-complied with conditions  and other contingencies 
corresponding to a governmental subvention which has been 
recognized.  
These requirements are developed in  IAS 37 which requires details 

regarding the contingency nature, the incertitude factors which may affect 
the uncertain  result and an estimate  of the financial effect  or a statement  
concerning the impossibility to perform such an estimate.   

Although the standard deals with the accounting requirements for 
subventions, it also requires the assistance presentation, in case the latteris 
significant.   

The presentation of the cash flow  – IAS 20 establishes that the 
subventions are often presented as separate elements in the cash flow 
statement.  Nevertheless, IAS 7 sustains that the most important groups of 
cash and payments gross entries must be separately reported  and offers a 
list of exceptions from this requirement. None of these exceptions includes 
subventions, from where we draw the conclusion that they must be 
presented  separately in the cash flow statement.   
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